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This document is intended to provide details of the main policies of Carrigaline Educate
Together National School (CETNS). It is intended to help parents and guardians understand
the environment and approach of the school. This document is regularly reviewed. All feedback
is encouraged and welcome.
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Introductory Statement
This Droichead Policy relates to the induction process for Newly Qualified Teachers (NQTs)
in Carrigaline Educate Together National School. The Droichead process is an integrated
professional induction framework for NQTs.
Following guidance from the National Induction Programme for Teachers (NIPT) and the
Teaching Council, it was decided that the school will offer the Droichead process from
September 2018 to Newly Qualified Teachers in Mainstream Class settings, Special Education
Teaching (S.E.T.) settings and English as an Additional Language (EAL) settings.
The Board of Management trusts that by participating in the Droichead process Newly
Qualified Teachers (NQTs) will be supported in the transition from the initial teacher education
programme to working as a teacher.

Rationale
The purpose of this policy is:





to guide the whole school implementation of Droichead to support the induction of
NQTs
to identify the roles and clarify the responsibilities across the school community in
support of Droichead
to identify the protocols underpinning the Droichead process in the school
to identify the documents in support of the process

The main objective of the Droichead process is to support the professional learning of
NQTs during the induction phase, thus laying the foundations for subsequent professional
growth and learning for the next phase of their career.
*(Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction Framework, Teaching Council,
March 2017, p.3)

Relationship to the Characteristic Spirit of the School
This policy reflects the overall ethos of the school which states:
Carrigaline Educate Together N.S. is one of a number of equality-based schools throughout the
country. The representative organisation for these schools is Educate Together.
Educate Together aims to meet a growing need in Irish society for schools that recognise the developing diversity
of Irish life and the modern need for democratic management structures. In particular, Educate Together guarantees
children and parents of all faiths and none equal respect in the operation and governing of education.
The schools operated by the member associations of Educate Together are fully recognised by the Irish Department
of Education & Skills and work under the same regulations and funding structures as other national schools.
However, they have a distinct ethos or governing spirit. This has been defined in the following terms:
• Equality-based i.e. all children having equal rights of access to the school, and children of all
social, cultural and religious backgrounds being equally respected
• Co-educational and committed to encouraging all children to explore their full range of abilities
and opportunities,
• Child centred in their approach to education
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• Democratically run with active participation by parents in the daily life of the school, whilst
positively affirming the professional role of the teachers (Source: Educate Together Charter)
Whilst the concepts of child-centeredness and co-educationalism are now widely accepted in Irish primary
education, what distinguishes the Educate Together schools is their hard work in developing a culturally inclusive
and democratic ethos. This has pioneered unique approaches to inclusion of minority opinions and faiths in the
Irish context.
The schools have developed education programmes which open the eyes of children to the naturally positive
contribution that social, religious and cultural diversity and difference of viewpoint and opinion make to society.
The other characteristic feature of these schools is that they are democratically organised and governed. This
maximises the potential for building a genuine partnership between the professional, objective role of the teacher
and the necessarily personal involvement of the parent in contributing to their children's education.

Information taken from the Educate Together website www.educatetogether.ie
Carrigaline Educate Together N.S. makes the distinction between denominational education
and moral/religious education. The ethical curriculum followed by the school is called the
Learn Together Curriculum. It is comprised of four strands: Morality & Spirituality, Equality
& Justice, Belief systems, Ethics & the environment. Denominational instruction is facilitated
by the school insofar as groups are permitted to use the school premises. This is organised by
parents outside of school hours.

Aims:
The policy aims:
 To provide professional support and advice to NQTs
 To build on the knowledge, skills and competencies developed during the initial teacher
education stage and to support the teacher and the Professional Support Team (PST) to
successfully complete the Droichead process
 To support the new teacher to feel that they are a valuable member of staff with an
important contribution to make
 To ensure the Newly-Qualified Teacher (NQT) becomes familiar with their surroundings
and the day-to-day running of the school in order to carry out their work successfully

Roles and Responsibilities
Professional Support Team (PST)
The PST is a team of fully registered teachers from the school who work collaboratively to
support and mentor the NQT(s) during school-based induction, in the first stages of their
professional journey. All PST members have completed a programme of professional learning
with NIPT, including mentor skill development.
The members of the school Professional Support Team (PST) are Rory Ward, Deirdre
O’Driscoll, Nicola Brennan and Grace O’Connor.
Supporting a NQT during Droichead is always a collaborative process, and the roles and
responsiblities for such are outlined below.
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(a) PST Roles & Responsibilities
Roles
The dual role of the PST is to:
 guide and advise the NQT throughout school-based induction, in the first stages of their
professional journey
 form a joint declaration with the NQT that they have participated in a quality teaching
and learning process
(Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction Framework, March 2017, p.3, 1.1.1.3)
Note: a member of the PST should not be assigned to an individual NQT. It should be a
collaborative process involving all PST members and all NQTs in a given year
Responsibilities
 The responsibilities agreed by our PST to provide professional and pedagogical support for
the NQT are as follows:
 Co-ordinate the overall Droichead process in collaboration with the PST members, the
Principal and the NQT including communicating meeting schedules and agendas and the
co-ordination of Droichead Release Time [moved this point up to ensure sequence of
activities with NQT is clear below]
 Brief school staff on the nature and purpose for the school’s involvement in Droichead
[moved this point up to ensure sequence of activities with NQT is clear below]
 Be mindful of the well-being of all involved in the Droichead process. Small gestures can
make big differences e.g. informal chats and check-ins, creating a relaxed atmosphere at
meetings etc.
 Liaise with other staff members in relation to opportunities for the NQT to visit/observe in
classrooms and work alongside them
 Keep relevant records of the Droichead process in line with the school’s Data Protection
Policy and confidentiality procedures (see Appendix 3)
 Ensure that relevant Droichead materials are agreed before engaging in the process
 To discuss and examine the school’s Droichead Policy at the initial meeting with the NQT
 Agree Droichead Outline Plan with each NQT at the initial meeting (See Appendix 1)
 Enable the NQT to be proactive when identifying emerging professional needs and supports
required. This is facilitated through quarterly meetings between the PST and NQT
 Co-ordinate working with the NQT using the Droichead Standards and Induction Plan (See
Appendix 2)
 Organise Droichead Release Time for induction activities. This includes observations of
and by the NQT, completion of observation forms and reflections, post-observation
conversations, targeted research based on an emerging needs. This is not an exhaustive list
 Form a consensus in relation to the joint declaration and sign Form D (the NQTs official
document recording the Droichead process which is their professional responsibility to fill
in and maintain), if appropriate
 Contact NIPT if there are concerns around the successful completion of the process. This
should be done promptly to ensure adequate supports and opportunities are provided
 Review the process when it is concluded with an NQT
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(b) NQT’s Roles & Responsibilities
Roles
 To engage professionally with school-based induction and additional professional learning
activities
 To show their professional commitment to quality teaching and learning for their pupils
 To engage in reflective practice that supports their professional learning and practice, both
individually and collaboratively
 Based on the above, to sign a joint declaration with the PST, that they have participated in
a quality teaching and learning process (Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction
Framework March 2017)
Responsibilities
 To apply to commence the Droichead process via the My Registration Portal of the
Teaching Council website www.teacherinduction.ie
 To retain a copy of the confirmation email and give a copy of same to the PST
 To register with an education centre for cluster meetings. It is required that they attend
one per term. If meetings return to face-to-face, NQT must bring Form D to each cluster
meeting to be stamped
 To make weekly and termly plans for all curricular ares
 To make themselves aware of all relevant school plans, policies, practices and procedures
 To be familiar with relevant Droichead documentation including the school’s Droichead
Policy, the Droichead Outline Plan (see Appendix 1), the Droichead Standards and
Induction Plan (see Appendix 2)
 To work with the PST, identify and agree indicative timeframes for induction activities and
quarterly reviews which will be included on the Droichead Outline Plan
 To engage professionally with school-based induction activities, including but not limited
to observations
 To engage professionally with additional professional learning activities
 To engage professionally in the observation process. NQTs must complete a minimum of
two observations of experienced teachers. The NQT will also be observed a minimum of
twice by members of the PST. They should engage in all aspects of the 3-step process i.e.
pre-observation meeting, the observations and the post-observation. This includes
completing and discussing the observation forms provided by the NIPT
(https://teacherinduction.ie/en/component/edocman/droichead/alreadydroichead/primary/droichead-toolkit/engaging-in-the-process-with-an-nqt/recording-theprocess )
 To be proactive in identifying emerging needs, and also work with the PST to identify these
needs
 To engage in reflective practice that supports professional learning and practice, both
individually and collaboratively. Maintain a ‘Taisce’ – please see the Teaching Council
website for additional information on creating and maintaining a ‘Taisce’
 To update and maintain Droichead records as appropriate (see Appendix 3)
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To reflect on professional learning and identify an area(s) of interest for future professional
learning
To complete Form D with the PST at the end of the Droichead process and submit the
original to the Teaching Council, retaining a photocopy

(c) The Principal
 To ensure that there are a minimum of two trained PST members available on staff in a
given year
 To identify NQTs that are required to engage in the Droichead process and to make these
known to the PST
 To arrange substitute cover for the teacher induction release days
 Brief school Board of Management on the nature and purpose for the school’s involvement
in Droichead
 As leader of learning in the school, while not necessarily involved in the Droichead process,
fosters a learning culture in which Droichead can flourish and supports the PST in
facilitating a quality induction process (Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction
Framework March 2017)
(d) The wider school staff
It is the role and the responsibility of the wider school staff to provide opportunities for the
following activities:
 Co-planning
 Co-teaching
 Sharing of resources
 Engaging in professional conversations
 Facilitating class observation
The roles and responsibilities of all involved in the Droichead are neither exhaustive nor
prescriptive and will be reviewed in light of experience.
Protocols:
This policy adheres to the protocols identified in the Droichead – The Integrated Induction
Framework, Teaching Council, March 2017. This policy is specifically supported by the
following sections:
 Professional conversations: p. 5
 Observation: p. 5
 Maintaining records of the Droichead process: p. 6
 Concluding the Droichead process: p. 7

Success Criteria
The practical indicators of the success of the policy include:
 The successful provision of professional support and advice to newly qualified teachers
 Positive feedback from NQTs regarding the building on knowledge, skills and competences
developed during the initial teacher education stage
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Positive feedback from NQTs regarding feeling that they are a valuable member of staff
with an important contribution to make
Positive feedback from NQTs regarding becoming familiar with their surroundings and the
day-to-day running of the school in order to carry out their work successfully
Positive feedback from PST and Principal regarding all of the above success criteria
Positive feedback from DQA (Droichead Quality Assessment) if a member visits the school
to check on a school’s progress

Roles and responsibility of the policy
The Board of Management, Principal, policy committee and PST have been responsible for
supporting, developing, implementing and evaluating this policy.

Implementation Date
The plan was implemented initially in April 2019. Amendments will be implemented
immediately from time of ratification by the Board of Management.

Timetable for Review
This policy will be reviewed in school year 2023-2024 and biennially thereafter.

Ratification & Communication
The plan was circulated to the members of the Board of Management prior to the meeting in
April 2019 and was formally ratified on April 1st 2019. Amendments were circulated to the
BOM prior to the meeting in December 2021 and was formally ratified on December 8th 2021.
Parents will be made aware via Aladdin that the policy is available to view on the school
website. A copy of the policy will be made available for the staff to view on Google Drive. A
hard copy of the policy will be available in the school office in the policy folder.

Signed: ________________________
CHAIRPERSON of the BOM

Date: _______________

References




www.teacherinduction.ie
www.teachingcouncil.ie
Droichead – The Integrated Induction Framework, Teaching Council, March 2017
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Appendix 1
This document shows the rudiments of the plan which will be created by the Professional Support Team (PST) in consultation with the
Newly Qualified Teacher (NQT). Dates highlighted below are for illustration purposes only and indicate ‘the week of…’
Specific dates will be agreed well in advance of each activity/meeting.
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 NIPT emails regular ‘Droichead Updates’ to schools so that up-to-date information will be available
to PSTs and NQTs

Observation:
NQT observes PST member
or other teacher

Recommended that there would be at least two of each type of classroom observation and that the
exact number and classes observed, should be based on discussions between the NQT and PST. Classroom
observations enable context-specific discussion and provide opportunity to engage in reflective dialogue.

PST member observes NQT

NQTs (and children) benefit from the focused classroom support. Ideally, NQTs should be observed in their
Droichead setting. One PST member at a time to observe.

Other Induction Activities:

Example: Introduction to school policies, co-teaching, co-planning…

PST Meetings:

PST planning and preparation for the Droichead process. Example: Roles & Responsibilities; Droichead
Standards and Induction Plan, Droichead Outline Plan, Welcome Pack …
Discussion and sharing e.g. Droichead Outline Plan; Droichead Standards and Induction Plan; Taisce…
Ongoing collaborative reflection (by NQT & PST) and discussion of the Induction Plan will prompt
appropriate and agreed induction activities to support the NQT’s emerging needs.
Collaborative review of the process at the end of each quarter of the NQT’s indicative timeframe. This
allows time for adjustments (e.g. extending the timeframe) and early additional support from NIPT.

Induction
Activities
during
this week

Meetings

Jun 2022
W
T

F

S

PST and NQT/s meetings:
Ongoing collaborative
reflection and discussion
Quarterly Reviews:
(may be part of meetings)
&
Concluding the Process

Whole
Staff

Droichead Information
School Holidays

Please Note
 NQTs must attend one cluster meeting per term during their Droichead process
 NQTs should also engage in one other professional learning activity, identified by themselves in
accordance with their professional learning needs, in consultation with the PST.
 NQTs should familiarise themselves with ‘Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction
Framework’ March 2017

At the conclusion of the Droichead process, the professional conversation will involve the NQT and PST
identifying area(s) of interest for future professional learning. These areas will be included by the NQT
on Form D when signed by the PST.
Whole-school awareness and inclusion. Example: Droichead presentation; update at Staff Meetings…
Record (as early as possible) to enable effective planning for the Droichead process.

https://teacherinduction.ie/en/component/edocman/droichead-outline-plan-sample-acalendar-version-blank-template-primary
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Appendix 2
https://teacherinduction.ie/en/component/edocman/droichead-standards-induction-plan-primary-sample-template

Droichead Standards & Induction Plan - {One plan for each individual Newly Qualified Teacher (NQT)}
Explanatory Notes
Droichead Standards

Indicators of Good Practice

School Context Examples

The
Teaching
Council
established three standards
to support the Droichead
process, in guiding the Newly
Qualified Teacher (NQT),
with
the
Professional
Support Team (PST), in
relation to their professional
learning and practice.

Indicators of good practice
explain the standards in greater
detail and can be adapted by
schools.

Where a PST opts to use
indicators and examples, it is
advised that they be refined
according to the unique school
context.

Emerging Needs

Induction Activities

NQTs’ needs are identified in Related induction activities
real-time
are identified in response to
emerging needs.
It is not envisaged that an NQT
will present with emerging Induction
activities
are
needs for each indicator. Only supports which have been put
Only relevant school context
needs and supports relevant to in place to meet those needs.
examples are required.
an NQT's individual process are These are unique to each
captured.
individual NQT’s process and
this document serves as a
running record of the NQT’s
emerging needs.

These three standards are
fixed and support and guide
the NQT and PST when
making their declarations at To complement the standards, suggested indicators of good The three standards are central to all discussions between the
practice and corresponding school context examples are further NQT and PST about emerging needs and induction activities.
the end of the process.
explored as part of professional development for the PST.
Suggested indicators of good practice and corresponding school
context examples are identified below. Examples are neither
exhaustive, nor prescriptive.
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Standards
Through their
engagement in the
Droichead process,
the NQT will:

Indicators of Good Practice

School Context Examples

Emerging Needs

The NQT:

School specific initiatives,
procedures, policies or
practices. Include a link to your
School Plan/Plean Scoile if
available.

NQT identifies emerging needs
in consultation with PST
members.

NQT & PST identify
activities in response to
emerging needs.

Review and adopt agreed
school procedure and
protocols re. Parent-Teacher
Communication (see Plean
Scoile)

Parent-Teacher Meeting
(PTM)/Working with
parents/guardians, queries
about the format of PTMs and
concern about a potentially
challenging conversation at
upcoming PTM.

6 Nov. Discussed school
procedures/protocols for
PTMs, shared school
template, role-played a
PT meeting with PST
member.

Mainstream class teachers
meet with SET re. SSPs in
September, and January.

Meet SEN team re. SSPs
Support required in drafting a
CSP.

Short-term weekly recorded
preparation is submitted to the

Short-term weekly recorded
preparation: achieving clarity

12th Sept. met with SET
re. SSPs
Date TBC: SET and
PST member to meet
with NQT to co-plan a
CSP.
NQT to review: BESD
Guidelines re. CSPs ✅
and the Guidelines for
Primary Schools
Supporting Pupils with
SEN in Mainstream
Schools
September 18th: NQT
completed the NIPT

(a) participated constructively in a broad range of
professional experiences

Standard 1:
have engaged
professionally with
school-based
induction and
additional
professional
learning activities

(b) worked well as part of a team and contributed
to the professional conversations with the PST
(c) engaged fully in the life of the school
commensurate with their stage on the continuum
of teacher education
(d) sought and availed of opportunities to observe
and work alongside other teachers, sought and
availed of support from the PST and from other
experienced teachers, engaged in constructive
discussions through professional conversations
and quarterly reviews, with the PST

(a) engaged long-term and short-term weekly
preparation for teaching and learning (visible,

Induction Activities
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Standards
Through their
engagement in the
Droichead process,
the NQT will:

Standard 2:
have shown their
professional
commitment to
quality teaching and
learning for their
pupils/students

Standard 2
(continued):

Indicators of Good Practice

School Context Examples

Emerging Needs

The NQT:

School specific initiatives,
procedures, policies or
practices. Include a link to your
School Plan/Plean Scoile if
available.

NQT identifies emerging needs
in consultation with PST
members.

NQT & PST identify
activities in response to
emerging needs.

principal on a Monday
morning.

about what the children will
learn, and support required in
identifying the focus of new
learning/learning outcomes

workshop on Planning &
Preparation on NIPT’s
site:
onlinelearning.teacherind
uction.ie
September 21st: Met
with the other 2nd class
teacher for modelling
and co-preparation for
teaching and learning.
NQT has downloaded
and reviewed preparation
guidance from the NIPT
website ✅
NQT reviewed NCCA
Guidance on
Preparation for
Teaching and Learning
and attended staff
meeting re. same ✅

invisible & recorded) and practised in line with
school policies (in particular homework,
assessment and other relevant teaching and
learning policies) and the relevant national
curriculum/syllabus or specification

Submission of Cuntais
Mhíosúla to the principal on
the first Friday of each month.

(b) used a range of appropriate teaching
methodologies, resources and assessment
techniques commensurate with their stage of
development, as outlined in the “Overview
Methodologies” page in the Toolkit for Planning
on www.teacherinduction.ie
(c) structured and paced lessons appropriately
(d) provided for differences in pupil/student
abilities, backgrounds and learning styles

Use of WALT and/or WILF

(e)covered an appropriate range of material, using
the relevant national curriculum/syllabus or

In the ASD classes, use of a
combination of curricula

CLIL (Content and Language
Integrated Learning) - e.g. the
use of Gaeilge to teach the
Games strand in PE

Induction Activities

Support required around AfL
strategies including feedback
and self-assessment

Meeting learning needs of all
pupils
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Standards
Through their
engagement in the
Droichead process,
the NQT will:

have shown their
professional
commitment to
quality teaching and
learning for their
pupils/students

Standard 2
(continued):
have shown their
professional
commitment to
quality teaching and
learning for their
pupils/students

Indicators of Good Practice

School Context Examples

Emerging Needs

The NQT:

School specific initiatives,
procedures, policies or
practices. Include a link to your
School Plan/Plean Scoile if
available.

NQT identifies emerging needs
in consultation with PST
members.

specification, using school policies, plans and
initiatives
(f) demonstrated good communication skills
(g) demonstrated good classroom management
skills, promoted good behaviour through
appropriate management systems and in line with
school Code of Behaviour
(h) engaged with the full school community,
including parents/guardians, in a respectful and
courteous manner, having due regard for the
values and standards set out in the Teaching
Council’s Code of Professional Conduct for
Teachers and for the school’s Code of Behaviour,
Child Protection Policy and other relevant
policies
(i) supported, guided and motivated
pupils/students towards the achievement of
quality learning outcomes, including written
work, shared the learning outcomes with the
pupil, gave pupils regular feedback, both orally
and through accurate marking and encouraged
pupils to respond to the feedback

Induction Activities
NQT & PST identify
activities in response to
emerging needs.

according to school policy
practice and procedure.
Incredible Years as a whole
school approach

Support required in becoming
familiar with the Incredible
Years approach.

Use of Aladdin for
communicating with parents
Use of a designated school
email when communicating
with parents

E.gs, in line with school
Assessment policy (see Plean
Scoile), practice and
procedure:
Using two stars and a wish
Using symbols when
correcting
Using Seesaw for e.g. oral and
written feedback

(j) demonstrated an ability to exercise
professional judgement in dealing with a range of
issues and situations, including the completion of
accident/incident reports/Child Protection
Disclosures where necessary
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Standards
Through their
engagement in the
Droichead process,
the NQT will:

Indicators of Good Practice

School Context Examples

Emerging Needs

The NQT:

School specific initiatives,
procedures, policies or
practices. Include a link to your
School Plan/Plean Scoile if
available.

NQT identifies emerging needs
in consultation with PST
members.

The completion of a
professional reflection on the
weekly plan and/or in the
Cuntas Míosúil.

The NQT is requesting sample
prompt questions to support
professional reflection

(a) took a proactive approach to his or her own
learning and to reflection on his or her practice.
Standard 3:
have engaged in
reflective practice
that supports their
professional
learning and
practice, both
individually and
collaboratively.

Induction Activities
NQT & PST identify
activities in response to
emerging needs.

(b) actively engaged with colleague/s in pre- and
post-observation discussions, actively engaged
with colleagues in the context of the school as a
professional learning community, and sought their
guidance and support when necessary including
regular professional conversations and quarterly
reviews

(c) Created and maintained Taisce, as a selfdirected learner to support reflective practice and
engagement in professional conversations.

Shared some key learning
moments (digitally, reflective
journal, use of a scrapbook
etc.) at the quarterly review
meetings
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Appendix 3

Record Keeping and the Droichead Process (Primary):
Suggested Records
To facilitate the Teaching Council’s quality assurance process, schools are asked to retain records which they have created to
support the Droichead process in line with their data protection policy.
Professional Support Team (PST)

Newly Qualified Teacher (NQT)

Droichead Key Steps as a “roadmap” of the process
Copy of Confirmation Email
(Approval to Commence Droichead email from TC)

Copy of Confirmation Email
(Approval to Commence Droichead email from TC)

Droichead Outline Plan* [as per Droichead policy]

Droichead Outline Plan* [as per Droichead policy]

Each Meeting: agenda/minutes

Each Meeting: agenda/minutes

e.g. initial meeting with NQT; records of
professional conversations, quarterly reviews;
meeting to conclude the process

e.g. initial meeting with NQT; records of
professional conversations, quarterly reviews;
meeting to conclude the process

The Induction Records
● Droichead Standards and Induction Plan
document
● Post-Observation Records

The Induction Records
● Droichead Standards and Induction Plan
document
● Post-Observation Records
Taisce*

Copy of Form D
(prior to the NQT submitting it to the Teaching Council)

Copy of Form D
(prior to the NQT submitting it to the Teaching Council)

1.1.7.2 In maintaining records, the PST should respect the privacy of others and the confidentiality of information garnered
during the course of the process. They should also be mindful of ethical and data protection considerations, anonymising
data where appropriate and taking any measure necessary to restrict access to sensitive information.
1.1.7.3 Where an NQT who has completed some or all of the Droichead process leaves a school, they should be given a
copy of the relevant records which the school holds in relation to that process.
Droichead: The Integrated Professional Induction Framework” March 2017 policy
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